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As the country’s high-quality talents, college students are an important force in national construction. Evaluating the innovative
and entrepreneurial abilities for Chinese students will help promote innovation and entrepreneurship education system and
improve the reform of educational system and mechanism of colleges, thereby enhancing the innovation and entrepreneurship
abilities of college students and then pushing the country into the ranks of a strong country in human resources and a strong
country in talents. ,is work designs a ResNet-based evaluation method to college innovation and entrepreneurship abilities; the
main contributions are as follows. (1) When ResNet performs feature extraction, there are problems of bloated network structure
and feature loss. A feature extraction backbone network based on ResNet is proposed. To solve the issue of loss for shallow features
in process of feature extraction, a skip architecture is added to fuse the shallow details and spatial information with the deep
semantic information. To solve the problem of weak model generalization ability caused by the shallow network, a network
stacking strategy is proposed to deepen the network structure. (2) Aiming at the problem that ResNet using single-scale feature
prediction cannot effectively utilize multiscale features in the network, a multiscale feature prediction is designed. According to
idea of feature pyramid, multiple feature maps with different scales are selected for the improved residual network. It designed a
multiscale feature fusion strategy for fusing the selected multiscale feature maps into a feature map and evaluated the innovation
and entrepreneurship abilities on the fused feature maps. Finally, comparative experiment proves that the improved feature
extraction backbone network and multiscale feature scheme can improve performance accuracy on constructed dataset.

1. Introduction

,ere were 8.2 million graduates in 2018, 8.6 million in 2019,
and 8.73 million in 2020, according to the Ministry of
Education’s figures. ,e limited number of jobs cannot meet
the increasing demand for employment, and the employ-
ment situation is not optimistic. Based on the increasingly
employment situation, the state has proposed many policies
to promote employment through entrepreneurship at the
strategic level. In 2015, the national document required the
implementation of a more active employment policy,
combining entrepreneurship and employment and driving
employment through entrepreneurship and innovation,
which gave birth to new impetus for economic development.
In 2015, the State Council once again pointed out the need to

implement the entrepreneurial leadership plan for college
students to drive employment through entrepreneurship.
Innovation and entrepreneurship are the requirements of
this era and the current social demand. College students are
high-quality talents cultivated by the country and an im-
portant manpower in the process of national development.
With resources and strong potential entrepreneurial capa-
bilities, it is inevitable for college students to guide students
to start businesses. Entrepreneurship is a high-quality way to
better grasp the value of life, yet the current work climate
cannot match the employment needs of all college students.
One method to reduce social pressure on joblessness and
enhance the employment landscape is to help college stu-
dents create their own firms and use entrepreneurship to do
it. As part of the national innovation-driven development
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strategy, the country must be able to adapt and lead the new
normal of economic development. Entrepreneurship ac-
tivities at the undergraduate level must be built on inno-
vative and entrepreneurial skills. ,erefore, college students
must be taught how to be innovative and entrepreneurial,
and the topic of college students’ creativity and entrepre-
neurship must be studied [1–5].

Reforming college students’ innovation and entrepre-
neurship education is essential for educational advance-
ment. Its goal is to promote and deepen college students’
sense of innovation, boost their entrepreneurial practice
ability, and teach college students to become the compound
innovative talents needed in the new era and contribute to
the growth of the country and society. Innovation and
entrepreneurship education should emphasize the
development of college students’ innovation and
entrepreneurship skills, as these skills are critical to the
success of student-led innovation and entrepreneurship
initiatives. ,e ability of thinking creatively and logically is
critical to the success of innovation and entrepreneurship
operations. Restricting innovation and entrepreneurship
education’s efficacy also affects the effectiveness of
innovation and entrepreneurship education as well as its
reform. Students’ creativity and entrepreneurial capacities
must be studied in order to fully implement reforms in
innovation and entrepreneurship education [6–10].

Ideological and political education study that examines
college students’ creativity and entrepreneurship abilities is
an important component of both theoretical and practical
research. For ideological and political education, it is nec-
essary to study the concept and structure of college students’
entrepreneurial potential. Ideological and political education
reforms necessitate the integration of innovation and en-
trepreneurial education with ideological and political edu-
cation in order to satisfy the actual needs of reform and
innovation in college education. College students’ overall
quality can also be improved by this method. On the other
hand, the practical requirements of ideological and political
education practice innovation include improving college
students’ innovation and entrepreneurship ability, accu-
rately grasping the status quo, effectively evaluating the level
of college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship ability,
and proposing practical and feasible strategies for cultivating
college students’ innovation and entrepreneurship ability.
Ideological and political education, as a whole, is in need of
theoretical and practical innovation, as well as a boost to
discipline development, as a result of analyzing college
students’ creativity and entrepreneurship capacities [11–15].

An issue that cannot be disregarded in the contemporary
period is the development of college students’ innovative
and entrepreneurial abilities. For the sake of national eco-
nomic development, educational reform and development,
and ideological and political education theory and practice,
it is important to study college students’ ability of thinking
creatively. It is the goal of this project to accurately assess
college students’ creativity and entrepreneurship potential.
ResNet is used to complete the evaluation of students’
creativity and entrepreneurial potential, which are different
from standard methodologies.

In summary, the contributions are as follows: (1) When
the traditional ResNet network is used as the feature ex-
traction backbone network for feature extraction, the deep
residual network is not only slow, but also not accurate. ,is
work proposes an improved ResNet as the feature extraction
backbone network. (2) Analyze the strategy of ResNet using
only the output for the last layer of network as the basis for
prediction and design a multiscale feature fusion prediction
method. ,is method can utilize the feature maps to further
improve the accuracy of capability evaluation efficiently.

2. Related Work

Innovation and entrepreneurship, as the two major sectors
of economic activity, had always been complicatedly related.
Literature [16] put forward the theory of innovation and
entrepreneurship for the first time, taking innovation as the
key to economic development. It creatively put forward that
economic growth was an important proposition that en-
trepreneurs promote by establishing a new production
function to achieve creative destruction. On this basis, the
literature in [17] proposed that the national innovation
system is formed by the coevolution of society based on the
technology-institution analysis paradigm. And it was con-
cluded that innovation and entrepreneurship were affected
by multiple dimensions such as economy, system, and
culture, and the evolution of the system was complex and
changeable. ,e United States was the first country to
conduct innovation as well as entrepreneurship education;
entrepreneurship-related courses were established. ,e
American Innovation and Entrepreneurship Education
believed that it was important to educate each student for the
free development and provide all-round development of
talents to meet social needs, not to achieve employment. ,e
literature in [18] believed that the cultivation of core literacy
was the key to entrepreneurial education. It should be co-
ordinated and promoted with the help of the school’s high-
quality entrepreneurial education courses, advanced
teaching methods, and perfect evaluation system. ,e lit-
erature in [19] put forward after research that improving
teaching methods could strengthen the cultivation of key
qualities. By publishing difficult assignments, students are
motivated, different concepts were explained, and students
were encouraged to debate, cultivate innovative thinking,
and use real cases to exercise students’ practical ability. ,e
literature in [20] demonstrated the role of university en-
trepreneurship education in promoting business output and
the contribution of college students’ entrepreneurial practice
activities and participation in the formulation and imple-
mentation of regional development strategies to economic
recovery. ,e literature in [21] proposed the fact that en-
trepreneurship should learn from imitation, learn from
experiment, learn from problem solving and opportunities,
and learn from mistakes. ,e literature in [22] believed that
entrepreneurship education was through the cultivation of
entrepreneurial awareness as well as entrepreneurial spirit. It
provided college students with genetic code for future en-
trepreneurship, surpassing the traditional employment-
oriented traditional education. Under the absorption of its
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advanced entrepreneurial philosophy, Babson Business
School in the USA cultivated entrepreneurial awareness for
college students by advocating innovation and entrepre-
neurship. It adopted forward-looking curriculum teaching
and established practical extended teaching, which had set
an example for the world’s innovation and entrepreneurship
field and had gradually developed into the world’s most
famous innovation and entrepreneurship institution of
higher learning.

,e literature in [23] believed that the entrepreneurial
spirit of Harvard University implies innovative behavior.
,erefore, the experience-oriented model of Harvard
University placed great emphasis on shaping and culti-
vating students including entrepreneurial skills, awareness,
and spirit. ,e literature in [24] started with research on
innovation as well as entrepreneurship education in the
United Kingdom and believed that the British government
initiates various entrepreneurial projects to promote the
development of innovation and entrepreneurship by
establishing diversified funding sources. ,e literature in
[25] put forward a conceptual model for entrepreneurship
education. ,ey believed that entrepreneurship education
should be based on educational mission. First, distinguish
the types and styles of learners on the basis of exploring the
needs of potential entrepreneurs and then determine the
teaching goals and methods according to the types of
entrepreneurs. Finally, to determine the effect of entre-
preneurship education, it could be analyzed from both
macro- and microaspects. ,e literature in [26] believed
that an individual’s entrepreneurial decision-making was
determined by entrepreneurial awareness and entrepre-
neurial potential. Entrepreneurship awareness was affected
by factors such as the national social and cultural envi-
ronment, education, and teaching methods, and entre-
preneurial potential was affected by entrepreneurial
education in higher education. ,e literature in [27]
conducted a survey of entrepreneurial education activities
in five universities in Sweden and found that most schools
paid less attention to entrepreneurial education in personal
learning in the classroom environment and paid more
attention to entrepreneurial practice. It proposed im-
provements and reforms based on practical entrepre-
neurship education. ,e literature in [28] used pre- and
postsurvey methods to empirically analyze the degree to
which students could conduct targeted learning based on
their entrepreneurial abilities after receiving information
on compulsory entrepreneurship courses and put forward a
learning model, which could generate learning signals for
students in entrepreneurship education. It had positive
influence on self-evaluation of entrepreneurial skills. ,e
literature in [29] studied the relationship between business
skills acquired by students in secondary and higher edu-
cation institutions and the relationship between psycho-
logical and behavioral factors through a mixed analysis of
qualitative and quantitative. It also investigated the gap
between entrepreneurial knowledge and entrepreneurial
abilities acquired by students and proposed methods for
cooperation among stakeholders in entrepreneurial
education.

3. Method

,is work will use the ResNet network to evaluate the in-
novation and entrepreneurial abilities of college students.
Different from the traditional ResNet method, this work will
improve the ResNet network from three aspects to further
improve accuracy of evaluation for college students’ inno-
vation as well as entrepreneurship capabilities.

3.1. Backbone Based on ResNet34. ,is work uses ResNet34,
which has a relatively small amount of network redundancy
and a relatively simple structure, as the basic backbone
network. Figure 1 shows structure of backbone network with
ResNet34. ,is work calls this backbone as ResIE34.

,e cube in figure represents feature map; arrows rep-
resent the operations used on the feature map. ,e specific
settings of each operation are illustrated in Table 1.

,e residual block that composes ResNet34 is stacked by
two convolution kernels with a size of 3× 3. After each
convolution is completed, BN normalization and ReLU
activation function processing are used. ,e output value of
the residual block is equal to the sum of the input value of the
residual block and the output value after the second con-
volution. Residual-1, Residual-2, Residual-3, and Residual-4
in Table 1 are all stacked by multiple residual blocks. ,e
entire network structure is complex, and the network can be
divided into two processes in general: the downsampling
process performed by ResNet34 and the upsampling process
of feature map expansion.

,e downsampling process is divided into four steps.,e
first step is to uniformly scale input picture size to
512× 512× 3. In the second step, a convolution kernel with
7× 7 is utilized in convolution layer to perform a convo-
lution operation with a step size of 2 on the input image.,e
length and width of the output feature map are reduced to
1/2 of the original, and the number of output channels is 64.
In the third step, the output of the convolutional layer 1 will
be input to the maximum pooling layer, using a 3× 3
sampling frame and a max pooling operation with size of 2.
Length and width of the output feature map are reduced to
1/2 of the original, and the number of channels remains
unchanged. In the fourth step, the output of the pooling
layer will be input to the residual module 1 for feature
extraction, and the output feature map has the same size as
input. Similarly, Residual-2, Residual-3, and Residual-4 will
be used in sequence for feature extraction. ,e following
three feature modules will continuously be downsampled,
and the final output feature map size is 16×16× 512.

,e upsampling process consists of Upsampling-1,
Upsampling-2, and Upsampling-3. ,e upsampling process
enlarges output of ResNet34 network to size required by the
prediction module. When the upsampling module trans-
forms the feature map size, it needs to consider the scaling of
the feature map length and width and the conversion of the
number of channels separately, which requires two steps to
implement separately. ,e first layer of the upsampling
module uses convolution to convert feature maps. ,e
second layer of the upsampling module uses microstep
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convolution to enlarge the length and width of the feature
map. ,e upsampling step is divided into three steps. In the
first step, output of Residual-1 will be input to Upsampling-
1, length and width for feature map will be doubled, and the
number of channels will be 256; that is, the size of the output
feature map will be 32× 32× 256. In the second step,
Upsampling-2 processes the output of Upsampling-1, and
the output feature map size is 64× 64×128. In the third step,
Upsampling-3 processes the output of Upsampling-2, and
size of output is 128×128× 64, which is the same size as the
head network.

3.2. Embed Skip Architecture to Reduce Feature Loss

3.2.1. Feature Loss Analysis during Feature Extraction.
ResNet34 feature extraction backbone network is an
asymmetric hourglass network structure. In the forward
derivation process, ResNet34 is first used for downsampling.
At this time, the total amount of features carried by the
feature map is continuously reduced. ,en, use multiple
upsampling modules to expand size of feature map; at this
time, the total number of features continues to increase. ,e
total feature output of the feature processing module Re-
sidual-4 is only 1/32 of the total feature output of the
convolutional layer. ,ere are two main reasons for the
substantial reduction in the amount of information. (1) ,e
pooling layer uses maximum pooling operations. ,e
sampling box will slide with a fixed step on the input feature
map, and finally the elements in the sampling box will be
compared. Only the maximum value in the selected box will
be selected as the output, and other values will be directly
ignored. (2) Second comes the use of convolution opera-
tions. ,e essence of convolution is the filtering effect of the
convolution kernel on the image or feature map. Filtering
can remove most of the information in the image and
emphasize some specific information. ,e features extracted

by shallow convolution are relatively simple, like edges,
corners, textures, geometric shapes, and surfaces, while the
features from convolution layers are more complex. Many
feature pieces of information will be lost in process of
extracting both deep and shallow features.

Upsampling module is a process of using microstep
convolution to amplify size of feature map; the total number
of features will continue to increase. ,e calculation process
is divided into three steps. First, insert a value of 0 in the
feature map to increase size of input. ,en, calculate the
settings for the conventional convolution. Finally, the set
conventional convolution is used to convolve the amplified
feature map, and the output result is the output of the
microstep convolution. After microstep convolution pro-
cessing, size of feature map increases, and the total number
of features increases.,e essence of amplification is achieved
by inserting 0 values into the feature map, which cannot
allow the network to learnmore features andmake up for the
lost features.

In summary, the total number of features is continuously
reduced during the downsampling process of the ResNet34
module and will cause a large amount of shallow infor-
mation to be lost. Although upsampling is a process of
increasing the total amount of information, it cannot
compensate for the loss of information. ,e final output
features only contain deep information. In the evaluation
task of innovation and entrepreneurship capability, different
types of identification require different feature information.
,e shallow features have important reference significance
for the prediction task, and the loss of features will cause the
decline of prediction accuracy. ,e feature loss problem can
be solved by adding shallow feature information to the
upsampling module for network learning.

Skip architecture is proposed by a fully convolutional
neural network, whose purpose is making up for shallow
information lost in the downsampling process and make the
results of semantic segmentation more refined. Its function
is to fuse deep, rough, and semantic information with
shallow, fine, and surface information to make up for the
defects of the loss of shallow features, thereby improving the
learning ability of the network. Neural network-based
evaluation of innovation and entrepreneurship ability and
image segmentation are two different fields. ,e similarity is
that they both need to use a backbone network to extract
features from input data. ,e skip structure is proposed to
solve issue of feature information loss in process of feature
extraction, which is the same as the feature loss problem in
the ResIE34 network.,erefore, the skip architecture is used

Conv

Pool

Residual-1

Residual-2

Residual-3
Residual-4

Upsampling-1

Upsampling-2

Upsampling-3

Figure 1: Backbone network structure based on ResNet34.

Table 1: ResIE34 network parameters based on ResNet34.

Module name Input feature map size Output feature map size
Conv 512× 512× 3 256× 256× 64
Pool 256× 256× 64 128×128× 64
Residual-1 128×128× 64 128×128× 64
Residual-2 128×128× 64 64× 64×128
Residual-3 64× 64×128 32× 32× 256
Residual-4 32× 32× 256 16×16× 512
Upsampling-1 16×16× 512 32× 32× 256
Upsampling-2 32× 32× 256 64× 64×128
Upsampling-2 64× 64×128 128×128× 64
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to improve the ResIE34 network to solve the feature loss
problem and improve the performance.

3.2.2. Achievement of Skip Architecture. Suppose that the
feature map selected during the downsampling process is a1
and the output feature map corresponding to the selected
upsampling process is a2. ,e output result of feature fusion
is b, and the general expression for forward derivation of the
fusion module is

b � a1 ⊕ a2, (1)

where ⊕ is the addition of the corresponding elements of the
feature map as

S � 
C

i�0


H

j�0


W

k�0
Ai,j,k + Bi,j,k , (2)

where C, W, and H represent channel number, length, and
width.

Suppose that the feature map selected in the sampling
process is a and the hidden layer in the dotted frame of the
skip architecture is function f, so output result corre-
sponding to hidden layer is f(a), and the final feature fusion
result is H(a). ,erefore, formula (1) can be rewritten as

H(a) � f(a)⊕ a. (3)

,erefore, the skip architecture can be regarded as a
special residual structure, and the intermediate network is
replaced by a shallow convolutional neural network with a
more complex hourglass network structure. According to
derivative chain rule, gradient of loss E with respect to the
input a is
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It can be further obtained as follows:
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 . (5)

,rough the analysis of the two processes of forward
derivation and backward error propagation of the skip
structure, it is found that the feature information can be
directly transferred from the shallow layer to the deep layer
to compensate for loss of features in downsampling. When
network is updating parameters, the gradient can be
smoothly transferred back to shallow layer, and the problem
of the disappearance of the gradient during the learning
process has also been optimized. ,erefore, the skip
structure can effectively enhance feature extraction and
learning ability of ResIE34.

,ere are two steps to realize the skip structure. First, the
fusion location is selected, and the selection rule is to select
feature maps with the same size output from the down-
sampling module and the output size from the upsampling
module. Analyze the ResIE34 network structure and select
two sets of feature maps that need to be merged. ,e first
group is Residual-2 andUpsampling-2, and the output size is

64× 64×128 feature maps. ,e second group is Residual-3
and Upsampling-1, and the output size is 32× 32× 256
feature maps. ,en, the feature fusion is performed. In the
process of forward overturning of the network, the feature
extraction of the ResNet34 module will be performed first,
and the feature maps generated by Residual-2 and Residual-
3 will be stored in variables. In the upsampling process, the
output result of Upsampling-1 and the output result of
Residual-3 stored in the variable are added with corre-
sponding elements to realize feature fusion, and the fusion
result is used as the input of Upsampling-2. In the same way,
the output result of Upsampling-2 and the output result of
Residual-2 are feature-fused. ,e fused feature map con-
tinues to be input to Upsampling-3, and the output result of
Upsampling-3 is the final output of the network, completing
the feature extraction process of the entire network. Rename
the ResIE34 network with the skip structure to ResIES34.

3.3. Stack Neural Networks to Deepen Network Structure

3.3.1. Deep Network Optimization Analysis. ,e perfor-
mance of a neural network is closely related to size of
network, and size of network is determined by depth and
width of network. Increasing the width allows each layer of
the network to learn more detailed and rich features; in-
creasing the depth can enhance the network’s nonlinear
expression ability and learn more complex transformations
to fit more complex features. ,e current mainstream in-
crease in the width and depth of the network can improve
performance.

InceptionV1 [30] is a sparse network structure shown in
Figure 2 designed by Google, with the purpose of increasing
the width of the network. While widening the network scale,
it effectively reduces the calculation parameters and im-
proves the network performance. ,e network later intro-
duced InceptionV2, InceptionV3 [31], and InceptionV4
[32], which are all improvements based on the idea of
widening the network on the basis of InceptionV1.

,e deep converged network realizes the improvement
of network performance by increasing the horizontal feature
fusion of the network, which is also a representative of the
widening of the network. VGGNet is a classic example of
improving performance by deepening the number of net-
work layers. ,e residual network adds a residual structure
on the basis of VGGNet, which solves the issue of gradient
dissipation when network is too deep. ,e stacked hourglass
network uses network stacking to deepen the number of
network layers.

Analyzing the method of increasing depth and width, it
is found that the method of increasing the width of the
network requires changes in the underlying structure of the
network and cannot be applied to the ResIES34 network.
And the computational cost of increasing the width of the
network is higher than increasing the depth, which is the
reason why the current neural network continues to deepen
the network depth and the network width increases less.
ResIES34 has a relatively shallow network layer and needs to
increase the network depth to improve performance.
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Analysis of the residual network performance at different
depths shows that the ResNet50 and ResNet101 networks are
constantly deepening, but the improvement in performance
is not obvious. ,erefore, the method of using network
stacking is proposed to increase the network depth. ,is
method regards ResIES34 as a network module as a whole
and uses a stacking method to increase depth of neural
network. At the same time, each network module contains a
skip architecture, which can deepen the neural network and
enhance the feature extraction ability, while greatly reducing
the feature loss caused during the feature extraction process.

3.3.2. Stacked Network Implementation. ,ere are two
difficulties when stacking multiple neural networks. ,e first
is how to connect multiple networks. ,e second is how to
determine the network scale and select the appropriate
number of stacked networks. After analyzing the ResIES34
network structure, a new type of network cascading method
is proposed.,e first network is ResIES34.,e network used
for subsequent stacking is a feature extraction module
formed after removing the convolutional layer, pooling
layer, and the first residual module on the basis of ResIES34.
,ismodule is an hourglass network structure with the input
and output feature map sizes being 128×128× 64, and then
the module is named HGNet. ,e output size of the
ResIES34 network is 128×128× 64. When connecting to the
HGNet network, there is no need to add a feature conversion
module. ,e direct cascade method can be used; the output
of previous network is input of next network. ,e advan-
tages of this improved method are as follows. ,e first pass
uses the method of direct stacking of the network and does
not need to introduce a new conversion module, thereby
improving the operating efficiency of the network. ,e
second is that this cascading method can select different
network depths according to different needs.

Considering the mutual constraints among factors such
as dataset size, network depth, and speed requirements,
stacking two neural networkmodules is proposed as the final
feature extraction backbone network. Figure 3 shows the
overall structure of the improved feature extraction back-
bone network based on the residual network. ,is work calls
it as ResIESS34.

,e input image first uses the ResIESS34 network for
feature extraction, and the output size is 128×128× 64
feature maps. ,e feature map will be directly input to
HGNet for feature extraction, and there is no need to

transform the size of the feature map between the two
networks. HGNet network is a feature extraction process
which first downsamples and then upsamples. ,e number
of downsampling modules and the number of upsampling
modules in this process are the same.,e final output feature
map size is the same as the input size, which is still
128×128× 64.

3.4. Multiscale Feature Network

3.4.1. Multiscale Feature Selection. ,e ResIESS34 network
is a complex structure formed by stacking two networks, and
many feature maps of different scales will be generated
during the network calculation process. How to select fea-
ture maps for multiscale processing is a key issue to improve
network performance. ,e second network HGNet stacked
by ResIESS34 is compared with the multiscale feature
pyramid model.

Bottom-up path: the structure is composed of
ResNet_34 after removing the convolutional layer,
pooling layer, and Residual-1. After the feature map is
input to the network, it will be sequentially down-
sampled through Residual-2, Residual-3, and Residual-
4, and feature maps of three scales are generated.
Suppose that the generated feature map is a set {A1, A2,
A3}, where the scales of F1, F2, and F3 are 64× 64×128,
32× 32× 256, and 16×16× 512, respectively. ,e fea-
ture maps of these three sizes are stacked from bottom
to top to form a feature pyramid structure.
Top-down path: the structure is composed of an
upsampling module formed by a combination of de-
formable convolution and upsampling convolution. ,e
A3 feature map is sequentially upsampled three times by
Upsampling-1, Upsampling-2, and Upsampling-3, so
that the output featuremap size of the network gradually
expands.,e output feature map is recorded as a set {B1,
B2, B3}, where the featuremap sizes of B1, B2, and B3 are
32× 32× 256, 64× 64×128, and 128×128× 64, respec-
tively. ,ey are stacked from top to bottom and form a
characteristic pyramid structure.
Intermediate connection: this structure corresponds to
the skip architecture in the network, and the function is
to fuse the information of feature map and shallow
feature map, so that the feature pyramid carries richer
information.

Input

1×1 Conv 3×3 Conv 5×5 Conv 3×3 Maxpooling

Output

Figure 2: Inception structure.
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,e design ideas between HGNet and the multiscale
feature pyramid are very compatible. ,e selection of
multiscale feature maps does not need to change the network
structure but only needs to follow the design idea of mul-
tiscale feature pyramids. It selects the feature map set output
by Residual-4, Upsampling-1, Upsampling-2, and Upsam-
pling-3 for multiscale detection.,e feature map set selected
here is {A3, B1, B2, B3}.

3.4.2. Design of Multiscale Feature Fusion Module. In order
to fuse feature maps of different scales, a fusion strategy is
designed. ,e input of module is the selected feature pyr-
amid set {A3, B1, B2, B3}, and the output size is
128×128× 64 feature maps. ,e algorithm principle of the
multiscale feature fusion module is divided into three steps:
unity of the number of feature map channels, unity of the
length as well as width for feature map, and the feature
fusion. ,e proposed network is named ResIESSMS34.

,e number of feature map channels is uniform. ,e
number of feature map channels in feature pyramid {A3, B1,
B2, B3} is 512, 256, 128, and 64, respectively, while the
number of channels required by the head network is 64. ,e
method of changing the channel of the feature map is usually
implemented using a convolutional neural network. Here,
deformable convolution is used to provide a more flexible
receptive field for the convolution operation. ,e size of
convolution kernel of deformable convolution is 3× 3, step
size is set to 1, and the convolution process adopts the
convolution method of pixel filling. After convolution, the
BN normalization layer and the ReLU activation layer are
used for processing. ,e final network output feature map
has the same length and width as input. ,e ratio of the
number of feature map channels generated after feature
pyramid is converted and is set to 1 :1 :1 :1; the number of
channels in the pyramid is 16.

Length as well as width of feature map is uniform. ,e
essence of feature map is a multidimensional matrix.
According to the characteristics of matrix operations, ma-
trices of different dimensions cannot be combined during
calculation. ,erefore, after changing the number of
channels, it is significant to normalize length and width of
feature map in feature pyramid. ,e length and width di-
mensions of the feature map in the pyramid are 16×16,

32× 32, 64× 64, and 128×128, respectively, and the feature
map size accepted by the head network is 128×128.
,erefore, the size of feature map in the feature pyramid
needs be normalized to 128×128.

Feature fusion: each layer of the normalized feature
pyramid has the same length, width, and number of
channels. ,e final operation is to splice all the feature
maps according to the channel dimensions. ,e length
as well as width dimensions remains unchanged, and all
feature maps are stacked back and forth according to
the channel dimension. ,e final output is a
128 ×128 × 64 fusion feature map, which is directly sent
to the network for innovation and entrepreneurship
evaluation.

4. Experiment and Discussion

4.1. Dataset. ,is work uses two self-made datasets to
evaluate the innovation and entrepreneurship ability for
college students. Two datasets come from universities in two
different regions. ,e datasets are named IEA and IEB. ,e
IEA contains 1793 training samples and 852 test samples.
,e IEB contains 5602 training samples and 2115 test
samples. Each sample contains 24 feature indicators, as
shown in Table 2. ,e score range for each indicator is
1–100. It should be noted that, to adapt to input size of
network, this work will copy and fill these features and the
final size is 512× 512× 3. ,e output of the network is the
evaluation of innovation and entrepreneurship abilities,
using a 1–10 point scoring system. To verify effectiveness of
network, this article uses precision, recall, and F1 score.
During experiment, the training sample size was uniformly
scaled to a size of 512× 512, and each training batch con-
tained 32 samples. During the training process, the training
set is all trained once as a cycle, and the total number of times
is set to 100 times. ,e initial learning rate is set to 0.0001,
and the learning rate is attenuated at the 50th and 70th times
of training, respectively, and the attenuation rate is 0.1 each
time.

4.2. Evaluation on Skip Architecture. As mentioned earlier,
this work designed a skip architecture to solve the feature
loss problem in the feature generation process. To verify

Skip

Skip Skip

Skip

ResIES34 HGNet

Figure 3: ,e structure of ResIESS34.
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effectiveness of this strategy, a comparative experiment is
carried out in this work. ,e performance of the ResIE34
network without the skip architecture and ResIES34 net-
work with the skip architecture are compared, respectively;
the experimental results are illustrated in Figure 4.

Obviously, after embedding the skip architecture,
ResIES34 network can obtain 1.5% precision improvement,
1.2% recall improvement, and 1.7% F1 score improvement
on IEA dataset. At the same time, it can bring 1.6% precision
improvement, 2.4% recall improvement, and 1.6% F1 score
improvement on IEB dataset. ,e experimental results
shown can prove the validity and correctness of the skip
architecture designed in this work.

4.3. Evaluation onNetwork Stack. As mentioned earlier, this
work designed a stacked network to learn deeper repre-
sentation feature. To verify effectiveness of this strategy, a
comparative experiment is carried out in this work. ,e
performance of the ResIES34 network without the stacked
network and ResIESS34 network with stacked network are
compared, respectively; the experimental results are illus-
trated in Figure 5.

Obviously, after embedding the stacked network,
ResIESS34 network can obtain 1.3% precision improvement,
1.6% recall improvement, and 1.7% F1 score improvement
on IEA dataset. At the same time, it can bring 1.4% precision
improvement, 1.3% recall improvement, and 1.4% F1 score
improvement on IEB dataset. ,e experimental results
shown can prove the validity and correctness of the stacked
network designed in this work.

4.4. Evaluation onMultiscale Feature. As mentioned earlier,
this work designed a multiscale feature fusion module to
learn richer information. To verify effectiveness of this
strategy, a comparative experiment is carried out in this
work. ,e performance of the ResIESS34 network without
the multiscale feature and ResIESSMS34 network with
multiscale feature are compared, respectively; the experi-
mental results are illustrated in Figure 6.

Obviously, after embedding the multiscale feature,
ResIESSMS34 network can obtain 0.7% precision im-
provement, 0.8% recall improvement, and 0.5% F1 score
improvement on IEA dataset. At the same time, it can bring
0.7% precision improvement, 0.7% recall improvement, and

Table 2: Evaluation index of innovation and entrepreneurship ability.

Number Index Number Index
X1 Full-time teacher X13 Risk awareness
X2 Part-time teacher X14 Home country ideal
X3 Entrepreneurship mentor X15 Public interest
X4 Ideological quality X16 Values
X5 Knowledge and competence X17 View of effectiveness
X6 Psychological quality X18 Hardship
X7 Political consciousness X19 Brave spirit
X8 Rule of law awareness X20 Pragmatic spirit
X9 Autonomy X21 Win-win spirit
X10 Opportunity awareness X22 Dialectical thinking
X11 Innovative mind X23 Team thinking
X12 Sense of competition X24 Strategic thinking
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Figure 4: Evaluation on skip architecture.
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0.8% F1 score improvement on IEB dataset. ,e experi-
mental results shown can prove the validity and correctness
of the multiscale feature designed in this work.

4.5. Comparison with Other Methods. In order to verify that
the network we designed can effectively evaluate the in-
novation and entrepreneurship abilities of college students,
this work compares the designed method with other
methods. ,e methods compared include decision tree
(DT), logistic regression (LR), SVM, and BP network. Ex-
perimental result is illustrated in Table 3.

It can be seen that, compared with other evaluation
methods, the network designed in this work can obtain the
best performance. 96.2% precision, 94.5% recall, and 95.4%
F1 score can be obtained on IEA. In addition, 96.9% pre-
cision, 95.7% recall, and 96.3% F1 score can be obtained on
IEB. ,ese illustrated data can verify the effectiveness and
correctness of our method.

5. Conclusion

Researching the innovation as well as entrepreneurship
abilities for college students and effectively evaluating in-
novation and entrepreneurship abilities will help promote
the innovation and entrepreneurship education system.,is
is also a necessary condition for a country’s technological
development. ,e ability of college students of innovating
and starting business is related to future of a country. In this
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Figure 5: Evaluation on network stack.
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Figure 6: Evaluation on multiscale feature.

Table 3: Comparison with other methods.

Method
IEA IEB

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
DT 85.1 83.4 84.7 85.5 83.7 85.2
LR 88.3 86.7 87.5 89.7 87.1 88.3
SVM 91.4 89.5 90.4 92.9 91.1 92.1
BP 93.6 91.8 92.5 94.9 93.4 94.2
Ours 96.2 94.5 95.4 96.9 95.7 96.3
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paper, the research is on evaluation algorithm of innovation
and entrepreneurial ability with ResNet network. Analysis
and improvement are carried out from the two directions of
feature loss defects and multiscale features. ,e main re-
search results are as follows. (1) An improved network
structure based on ResNet network is proposed. To improve
the issue of feature loss in feature extraction process of the
network, a skip architecture is added to the network. It is
conducive to the direct transfer of shallow features to deep
layers and effectively solves the problem of feature loss. To
improve generalization ability for network, a network
stacking strategy is proposed to deepen network structure.
(2) Propose a multiscale feature fusion mechanism, taking
into account the fact that the use of single-scale feature maps
for evaluation of college students’ innovation as well as
entrepreneurship capabilities cannot make utilizing multi-
scale features. For further optimization of the improved deep
network based on ResNet network, a new multiscale feature
scheme is proposed. First, select a suitable multiscale feature
map. ,en, input the selected multiscale feature map into
multiscale feature fusion module to obtain a feature map
containing multiscale information. Finally, the network
processes the fusion feature map. ,e accuracy of the net-
work with multiscale feature fusion has been further
improved.
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